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 
Abstract- This paper discusses a more general contractive 
condition for a class of extended 2-cyclic self-mappings on the 
union of a finite number of subsets of a metric space which are 
allowed to have a finite number of successive images in the same 
subsets of its domain. If the space is uniformly convex and the 
subsets are non-empty, closed and convex then all the iterates 
converge to a unique closed  limiting finite sequence which 
contains the best proximity points of adjacent subsets and 
reduces to a unique fixed point if all such subsets intersect. 
 
Keywords—Pseudontractions, cyclic-self-maps, best proximity 
points , fixed points. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Strict pseudocontractive mappings and pseudocontractive mappings 
in the intermediate sense formulated in the framework of Hilbert 
spaces have received a certain attention in the last years concerning 
their convergence properties and the existence of fixed points (see, 
for instance, [1-4] and references therein). Results about the existence 
of a fixed point are discussed in those papers.  On the other hand, 
important attention has been paid during the last decades to the study 
of  the convergence properties  of distances in cyclic contractive self-
mappings on p subsets XA i  of  a metric space  d,X , or a 
Banach space  ,X  . The cyclic self-mappings  under study  have 
been  of standard contractive or weakly contractive types and of 
Meir-Keeler type. The convergence of sequences to fixed points and 
best proximity points of the involved sets (see, for instance, [6-21] 
and references therein). It has to be noticed that every nonexpansive 
mapping is a 0-strict pseudocontraction and also that strict 
pseudontractions in the intermediate sense are asymptotically 
nonexpansive, [2].  The uniqueness of the best proximity points to 
which all the sequences of iterates converge is proven in [7] for the 
extension of the contractive principle for cyclic self- mappings in 
either uniformly convex Banach spaces (then being strictly convex 
and reflexive, [5]) or in reflexive Banach spaces, [14]. The p subsets 
XA i  of the metric space  d,X , or the Banach space  ,X , 
where the cyclic self-mappings are defined are supposed to be non-
empty, convex and closed.  If the involved subsets have nonempty 
intersections then all best proximity points are  just a unique  fixed 
point  allocated in the intersection of all the subsets and framework 
can be simply given on complete metric spaces. The research in [7] is 
centred on the case of the 2-cyclic self-mapping being defined on the 
union of two subsets of the metric space.  Those results are extended 
in [8] for Meir- Keeler cyclic contraction maps and, in general, for 
the self-mapping   pi ipi i AA:T    be a p  2 -cyclic 
self-mapping being defined on any number of subsets of the metric 
space with  p,...,,p 21: .  
 
Other recent researches which have been performed in the field of 
cyclic maps are related to the introduction and discussion of the so-
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called cyclic representation of a set M ,decomposed as the union of a 
set of nonempty sets as mi iMM 1 , with respect to an operator  
MMf : , [15]. Subsequently, cyclic representations have been 
used in [16] to investigate operators  from M to M  which are cyclic 
  -contractions, where   00 RR: is a given comparison 
function, XM  and  dX ,  is a metric space. The above cyclic 
representation has also been used in [17] to prove the existence of a 
fixed point for a self-mapping defined on a complete metric space 
which satisfies a cyclic weak  -contraction. In [19], a 
characterization of best proximity points is studied for individual and 
pairs of non self-mappings BATS :, , where A  and B are 
nonempty subsets of a metric space. In general, best proximity points 
do not fulfil the usual “best proximity” condition TxSxx   
under this framework. However, best proximity points are proven to 
jointly globally optimize the mappings from x  to the distances  Txxd ,  and  Sxxd , . Furthermore, a class of cyclic  -
contractions, which contain the cyclic contraction maps as a subclass, 
has been proposed in [19] in order to investigate the convergence and 
existence results of best proximity points in reflexive Banach spaces 
completing previous related  results in [7]. Also, the existence and 
uniqueness of best proximity points of cyclic  contractive self-
mappings in reflexive Banach spaces has been investigated in [20]. 
This paper is devoted to investigate  the convergence properties and 
the existence of fixed points of a generalized version of 
pseudocontractve, strict pseudocontractive and asymptotically 
pseudocontractive in the intermediate sense in the more general 
framework of metric spaces. The case of 2-cyclic pseudocontractive 
self-mappings is also considered. The combination of constants 
defined the contraction may be different on each of the subsets and 
only the product of all the constants is requested to be less than unity. 
On the other hand, the self-mapping can perform a number of 
iterations on each of the subsets before transferring its image to the 
next adjacent subset of the 2-cyclic self-mapping. The existence of a 
unique closed finite limiting  sequence on any sequence of iterates  
from any initial point in the union of the subsets is proven if X is a 
uniformly convex Banach space and all the subsets of X are 
nonempty, convex and closed. Such a limiting sequence is of size 
pq  (with the inequality being strict if there is at least one iteration 
with image in the same subset as its domain) where p of its elements 
(all of them if pq  ) are best proximity points between adjacent 
subsets. In the case that all the subsets XA i  intersect, the above 
limit sequence reduces to a unique fixed point allocated within the 
intersection of all such subsets. 
 
II. ASYMPTOTIC CONTRACTIONS AND 
SEMICONTRACTIONS IN THE INTERMEDIATE SENSE 
If H is a real Hilbert space with an inner product .,.  and a norm 
.  and A  is a nonempty closed convex subset of H then  the self-
mapping AAT :  is said to be  an asymptotically  -strictly 
pseudocontractive self-mapping in the intermediate sense for some  10 , if  
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    0222   yTIxTIyxyTxTsupsuplim nnnnnCy,xn   
, Ay,x                                                                                 (2.1) 
for some  sequence     ,n 1 , 1n as n , [1-5]. Such 
a concept was firstly introduced in [1]. If (2.1) holds for 1  then 
AAT :  is said to be an asymptotically pseudocontractive self-
mapping in the intermediate sense. Finally, if  10 ,n  as 
n  then AAT :  is asymptotically  -strictly contractive in 
the intermediate sense, respectively, asymptotically contractive in the 
intermediate sense if 1 . If (2.1) is changed to the stronger 
condition:     0222   yTIxTIyxyTxT nnnnn  ; 
Ay,x  , Nn                                                                   (2.2) 
then the above concepts translate into AAT :  being  an 
asymptotically  -strictly pseudocontractive  self-mapping, an 
asymptotically pseudocontractive self-mapping and asymptotically 
contractive, respectively. Note that (2.1) is equivalent to: 
     nnnnnn yTIxTIyxyTxT   222 ; 
Ay,x  , Nn                                                                   (2.3) 
or, equivalently,  
  nnnn yxkyx,yTxT  2121  
                                                                ; Ay,x  , Nn   (2.4)                                                                                    
where 
    



 

 

2220: yTIxTIyxyTxTsup,max nnn
nn
Cy,x
n 
                                           ; Nn                                         (2.5) 
Note that the high-right-hand-side term     2yTIxTI nn   of 
(2.1) is expanded as follows for any Cy,x  : 
yTxTyxyTxTyx nnnn  222  
    222 yTxT,yxyTy,xTxyTIxTI nnnnnn   
yx,yTxTyTxTyx nnnn  222  
                         yTxT,yxyTxT,yx nnnn   
yx,yTxTyTxTyx nnnn  222  
 yTxTyxyTxTyx nnnn  222    (2.6) 
The objective of this paper is to discuss the various pseudocontractive  
in the intermediate sense concepts  in the framework of metric spaces  
and also to generalize them to the   - parameter to eventually be 
generalized to a  sequence  n  in  10 , . Now, if instead of  areal 
Hilbert space  H endowed with with an inner product .,.  and a 
norm . , we deal with any generic Banach space  .,X  then its 
norm induces an homogeneous and translation invariant metric 
 0: RXXd  defined  by  
    210 /yx,yxdy,xd  ; Ay,x  so that (2.6) takes 
the form: 
       yT,xTdy,xdyT,xTdy,xd nnnn 222           yTxT,yxd,yTxTyxdyTIxTI nnnnnn  222 0
          2200 yT,xTdy,xd,yTxTd,yxd nnnn 
       yT,xTdy,xdyT,xTdy,xd nnnn 222  ; Ay,x   
                                                                                                     (2.7) 
   Define 
              yT,xTdy,xdyT,xTdy,xdyTxT,yxd,minyx nnnnnnn  2:11:, 222 
      
                                                                                                     (2.8) 
; Ay,x  , Nn which exists since it follows from (2.7) 
 
               yT,xTdy,xdyT,xTdy,xdyTIxTI nnnnnn  2:1 222R
                                                                                                     (2.9) 
   The following result holds related to the discussion (2.7)-(2.9) in 
metric spaces: 
 
Theorem 2.1. Let  d,X  be a metric space endowed with a 
homogeneous translation- invariant norm  0: RXXd and let 
XXT :  be a self-mapping. Assume that the constraint below 
holds:             yTxTdy,xdy,xyxdy,xyTxTd nnnnnn ,,, 2222     
                                         y,xyTxTdyxdy,xy,x nnnnn   ,,2 2  
                                            ; Xy,x  , Nn                    (2.10) 
with  y,xnn  
                    yTxTdyxdy,xy,xy,xdy,xy,xyTxTdy,x,max nnnnnnnnn ,,2,10: 222      
                                             0    ; Xy,x   as n            (2.11) 
for some  parameterizing  real sequences  yxnn ,  ,  yxnn ,  and  yxnn ,  satisfying for 
any Nn : 
     ,y,xn 0 ,         


 
y,xdy,x
y,xyxy,x
n
n
n 

2
1,: ,  
  000 ,n ,     10 ,y,xn                    ; Xy,x  , Nn     
(2.12) 
Then , the following properties hold: 
 
(i)    yxdyTxTdlim nn
n
,, 

for any Xyx , satisfying the 
conditions:  
either    
       1211 

y,xdy,xy,x
y,xy,x
nn
nn

  ; Nn , or 
   
       1211 

y,xdy,xy,x
y,xy,x
nn
nn

 ; Xyx  , , Nn    (2.13) 
         1,1,2,  y,xdyxyxyx nnn   as n  ; 
Xy,x                                                                                   (2.14) 
and, if   (2.13) holds for   Xyx  , and, furthermore: 
          1,1,2,  Tx,xdTxxTxxTxx nnn   as n ;  
Xx                                                                                      (2.15) 
then    x,, 1 TxdxTxTdlim nn
n
 

. If (2.13)-(2.14) hold for 
any Xyx ,  then XXT :  is asymptotically nonexpansive.  
 
  
(ii) If, in addition,  d,X  is a convex metric space then   0, 1 

xTxTdlim mnn
n
; Xx , Nm and 
 z,xTdlim mn
n


 ; Xyx  , , Nm . Furthermore, if 
 dX ,  is complete then   Nnn xT  converges in X . If, 
furthermore, XXT :  is continuous then each sequence   Nnn xT  converges to a fixed point in X . 
 
Proof:  Note that (2.9) is well-posed  since the minimum always 
exists since the set over which such a minimum is computed contains  1 .The constraint (2.12) leads to : 
                     y,xdy,xy,x y,xyxdy,xdy,xy,x y,xy,xyTxTd nn nnn nn
nn




211
,
211
, 22




  (2.16) 
If (2.11)-(2.14) hold for some Xyx , then    yxdyTxTdlim nn
n
,, 

 from (2.16). 
 If the constraints (2.11)-(2.14) hold for all Xyx , then      yxdy,xLLyTxTdlim nn
n
,, 

.  Assume that  dX ,  
is a convex metric space. Then, the triangle inequality of distances 
reduces to an identity for any pairs of elements in X. Then, from the 
above limit property of distances and proceeding by complete 
induction by assuming that   0,  

xTxTdlim jnn
n
; Xx , 
  N mj for any given Nm , then one gets  by the triangle 
equality :        xTxTdxTxTdxTxTdxTxTd mnnmnmnmnnmnn 111 ,,,,0  
as n ; Xx   0, 1  

xTxTdlim mnn
n
; Xx   (2.17) 
and          yxLyxTdyxTdxTxTdyxTd mnmnmnnn ,,,,, 1   
                                                           ; Xyx  , , Nm     (2.18) 
so that  yxTdlim mn
n
,

 ; Xyx  , , Nm and XXT : is 
a asymptotically nonexpansive. Property (i) has been proven. 
Property (ii) is proven as follows. Assume that  xT n  does not 
converge for some Xx . Thus, Xzx  , such that 
zxT n  as n  (this includes that there is no x in X such that 
xTx n  for some Nn ). Since the metric space is convex then 
there is Xz 1  such that       01111   z,xTdz,xTdxT,xTd nnnn as n  and the 
contradiction zxT n   as n follows. Then,  xT n  has a 
limit in X  for any Xx  since  dX , is complete. If, in addition, 
XXT :  is continuous then each sequence  xT n  converges to 
a fixed point in X  since   TzxTTxTxTz nnn  1 , 
hence Tzz  is a fixed point of XXT : .                                 
 
The following result extends Theorem 2.1 for a modification of the 
contractive condition (2.10): 
 
Theorem 2. 2. Let  d,X  be a metric space endowed with a 
homogeneous translation- invariant norm  0: RXXd and let 
XXT :  be a self-mapping. Assume that the constraint below 
holds:             yTxTdy,xdy,xyxdy,xyTxTd nnnnnn ,,, 2222     
          y,xyTxTdyxdy,xy,x nnnnn   ,,2 ; Xy,x  , Nn  (2.19) 
with  y,xnn    
                    yTxTdyxdy,xy,xy,xdy,xy,xyTxTdy,x,max nnnnnnnnn ,,2,10: 222    
0    ; Xy,x   as n                                                               (2.20) 
for some  parameterizing  real sequences  yxnn ,  ,  yxnn ,  and  yxnn ,  satisfying for 
any Nn : 
     ,y,xn 0 , 
      


 
y,x
y,xyxy,x
n
n
n 

2
1,: ,     10 ,y,xn         (2.21) 
; Xy,x  , Nn .  Then the following properties hold: 
 
(i)    yxdyTxTdlim nn
n
,, 

for any Xyx , satisfying the 
conditions: 
Either    
       1211 

y,xdy,xy,x
y,xy,x
nn
nn

  ; Nn , or 
   
       1211 

y,xdy,xy,x
y,xy,x
nn
nn

                                            (2.22) 
       1,1,2,  yxyxyx nnn  ; Xyx  ,  as n  
                                                                                                   (2.23) 
and, if (2.22) holds for all   Xxy,x  , and, furthermore: 
 
       1,1,2,  TxxTxxTxx nnn  ; Xx  as n   (2.24) 
then    x,, 1 TxdxTxTdlim nn
n
 

. 
   If (2.23) holds for any Xyx ,  then XXT :  is 
asymptotically nonexpansive. 
 
(ii)  If, in addition  d,X  is a convex complete metric space and 
XXT :  is continuous then XXT :  has a fixed point in X . 
 
Proof:  Four cases can occur implied by (2.19) for each 
Xx y, and Nn , namely: 
 
a)             0,21, yxy,x y,xyxdyT,xTd nnnnn  . Then, (2.19) 
implies that:            yxdyxyx y,xy,xyT,xTd nn nnnn ,,21,1 22          y,xy,x y,x nn n 

211 
   
                                                                                                     (2.25) 
b)             0,21, yxy,x y,xyxdyT,xTd nnnnn  . Then,  (2.19) 
implies that: 
           yxdyx yxy,xy,xyT,xTd n nnnnn ,,1 ,21 22    
 
 y,x
y,x
n
n




1
 (2.26) 
c)             0,21,  yxy,x/y,xyxdyT,xTd nnnnn  .    
Then, (2.19) implies that: 
  
           yxdyx yxy,xy,xyT,xTd n nnnnn ,,1 ,21 22       
                                          
 y,x
y,x
n
n




1
                                 (2.27) 
d)             0,21,  yxy,x/y,xyxdyT,xTd nnnnn  .    
    Then, (2.19) implies that: 
            yxdyxyx y,xy,xyT,xTd nn nnnn ,,21,1 22       
                                          
    y,xy,x
y,x
nn
n


211 
                 (2.28) 
   If the limiting condition (2.23) holds for any Xy,x  , subject to 
(2.23)-(2.24), leads from any constraints (2.25)-(2.28) to:  
    yxdyTxTdlim nn
n
,, 
      0,, 2112  

yTxTdyTxTdlim nnnn
n
; Xyx  ,        (2.29) 
so that XXT :  is asymptotically nonexpansive. Using the same 
proving arguments as in Theorem 2.1, one proves that (2.29) implies 
that   0,2 yTxTd nn  as n ; Xyx  , and  if the metric 
space  d,X  is convex and complete then XXT :  has a fixed 
point in  X  to which all sequences  xT n  converge; Xx .      □ 
 
   The concepts of pseudocontraction and asymptotic 
pseudocontraction in the intermediate sense motivated by (2.7)-(2.9) 
are revisited as follows in the context of metric spaces and then 
linked to Theorem 2.2: 
 
Definition 2.3. Assume that  d,X  is a complete metric space with 
 0: RXXd  being a homogeneous translation- invariant 
metric. Thus, AAT :  is asymptotically   - strictly 
pseudocontractive in the intermediate sense if: 
         0,21 22 

y,xdyTxTdsuplim nn
nn
nn
n
  
                                                             ; Ay,x                     (2.30) 
for some real sequences  n , n  and  n  satisfying:     ,n  ,    ,n 1 ,   nn ,  210  ,  0R ,
1n ,  10 ,n   as n ; Ay,x  , Nn  
                                                                                                    (2.31)   
                                                                                                          □ 
Definition 2.4. AAT :  is asymptotically pseudocontractive in 
the intermediate sense if 1 in Definition 2.3.                             □                                      
 
Definition 2.5. AAT :  is asymptotically  - strictly contractive 
in the intermediate sense if  10,n   ; N n ,  10,n   
as n  and  10 ,  in Definition 2.3.                                  □ 
Definition 2.5. AAT :  is asymptotically contractive in the 
intermediate sense if  10, and 1 in Definition 2.4.            □ 
 
    The following result being supported by Theorem 2.2 relies on the 
concepts of asymptotically contractive and pseudocontractive self-
mappings in the intermediate sense. Therefore, it is assumed that      ,y,xn 1 . 
Theorem 2.6. Let  d,X  be a convex complete metric space 
endowed with a homogeneous translation- invariant norm 
 0: RXXd and let and let AAT :  be a self-mapping 
where A  is a nonempty, closed and convex subset of X. Assume that 
the constraint below holds: 
             yTxTdy,xdy,xyxdy,xyTxTd nnnnnn ,,, 2222     
         y,xyTxTdyxdy,xy,x nnnnn   ,,2 ; Ay,x  , Nn  (2.32) 
with  y,xnn    
                    yTxTdyxdy,xy,xy,xdy,xy,xyTxTdy,x,max nnnnnnnnn ,,2,10: 222  
                                                          0    ; Ay,x   as n     (2.33) 
for some  parameterizing  real sequences  yxnn ,  ,  yxnn ,  and  yxnn ,  satisfying for 
any Nn : 
     ,y,xn 1 , 
      


 
y,x
y,xyxy,x
n
n
n 

2
1,: ,       100 ,,y,xn    (2.34) 
; Xy,x  , Nn .  Then ,    yxdyTxTdlim nn
n
,, 

for any 
Xyx , satisfying the conditions: 
   
       1211 

y,xdy,xy,x
y,xy,x
nn
nn

  ; 
       1,1,2,  yxyxyx nnn  ; Xyx  ,  as n       (2.35) 
   Then , the following properties hold: 
 
(i)  AAT :  is asymptotically  -strictly pseudocontractive in the 
intermediate sense if Eqs. (2.34) hold with 10   , 11  n as 
n  and (2.32) holds for 1n as n . Also, 
AAT :  has a fixed point in A if XXT :  is continuous. 
 
(ii) If 1 , 11  n as n  and (2.32) holds for 
1n as n then AAT :  is asymptotically 
pseudocontractive in the intermediate sense. Also, AAT :  has a 
fixed point in A  if XXT :  is continuous. 
 
(iii)If (2.34) is modified as    100 ,nn   N  and 
1n as n , and  10 , then AAT :  is 
asymptotically  - strictly contractive in the intermediate. Also, 
AAT :  has a fixed point in A  if XXT :  is continuous. 
 
(iv) If (2.34) is modified as    100 ,nn   N and 
1n as n , and 1  then AAT :  is asymptotically 
contractive. Also, AAT :  has a fixed point in A  if XXT :  
is continuous. 
 
Proof:  It follows from Definitions 2.2-2.5 and the fact that Theorem 
2.2 holds with the condition (2.32) on A with 1n and 
1n as n  subject to (2.27) or (2.28) for each Ay,x  , 
Nn .                                                                                             □ 
For uniqueness of the fixed point in the various results of this section, 
we state the subsequent result being a Corollary to Theorems 2.1, 2.2 
and 2.6: 
 
  
Corollary 2.7.  If A  is a nonempty closed convex subset of X, 
AA:T   containing  0  and  d,X  is  a metric space  then 
there is  a unique  fixed point in A  under the conditions of existence 
of at least a   fixed  point given in Theorems 2.1. 2.2 and  2.6. 
 
Proof: Assume that  xTyyTxx  ,  are two fixed points in A . 
Since A  is nonempty, closed and convex, Az  such that 
  Ay,xz  , and 
         zTydzTxdzydzxdTyTxd ,2,2,2,2,              (2.36) 
 
implying that    zydzxd ,,  and, since the metric is translation-
invariant, then   0, yxd  so that yx   leading to a contradiction. 
Hence, the corollary.                                                                            □ 
 
II. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES IN THE INTERMEDIATE 
SENSE OF CYCLIC SELF-MAPPINGS   
Let XBA , be nonempty subsets of X, BABAT :  is 
cyclic self-mapping if   BAT  and   ABT  . Assume that 
contractive condition (2.19) is modified as follows:             yTxTdy,xdy,xyxdy,xyTxTd nnnnnn ,,, 2222     
              2,,2 Dy,xy,xyTxTdyxdy,xy,x nnnnnn    
                                                         ; By,Ax  , Nn   (3.1) 
where      ,y,xn 0  and   0,  BAdistD . If BA  then 
0D  and Theorem 2.2 holds with the replacement BAA  . 
Then, if A and B  are closed and convex then there is a unique fixed 
point of BABAT :  in BA . In the following, we 
consider the case that BA  so that 0D . The following 
result based on Theorem 2.6 holds: 
 
Theorem 3.1. Let  ,X  be a reflexive Banach space with a norm-
induced homogeneous translation- invariant norm 
 0: RXXd , where A and XB  are nonempty, closed and 
convex subsets of X such, BABAT :  is cyclic self-mapping if 
  BAT  and   ABT  . Define the sequence     ,k nn 0N  as 
follows: 
 
   
    
 
         
        







0,21if
,1
,21
0,
2
1if
,21,1:,
yxy,x/y,x
yx
yxy,xy,x
yx
y,x
y,x
yxyx
y,xy,x
yxkk
nnn
n
nnn
n
n
n
nn
nn
nn 





if    yxdyT,xTd nn ,                                                                  (3.2) 
and 
 
      
 
 
      
           







0,21if
,21,1
0,
2
1if
,1
,21
:,
yxy,x/y,x
yxyx
y,xy,x
yx
y,x
y,x
yx
yxy,xy,x
yxkk
nnn
nn
nn
n
n
n
n
nnn
nn 





if    yxdyT,xTd nn ,                                                                    (3.3) 
; ByAx  , for some parameterizing real 
sequences  yxnn ,  ,  yxnn ,  and  yxnn ,  ,  yxnn ,  satisfying for any Nn :        ,y,xk:y,x nn 01 ,
      


 
y,x
y,xyxy,x
n
n
n 

2
1,:                                          (3.4) 
      100 ,,y,xn   ,      ,y,xn 0                                    (3.5) 
 y,xnn    
                    yTxTdyxdy,xy,xy,xdy,xy,xyTxTdy,x,max nnnnnnnnn ,,2,10: 222  
                                        0    ; By,Ax   as n        (3.6) 
Then, the following properties hold: 
 
(i)  BABAT :  is asymptotically  -strictly 
pseudocontractive in the intermediate sense if (3.5) holds 
with 10   , 11  n as n  and (3.6) holds for 
1n as n . Also, BABAT :  has a best 
proximity point in A and a best proximity point in B  to which the 
sequences  xT n2  and  xT n 12  converge if 
BABAT : is continuous. 
 
(ii) If 1 , 11  n as n  and (3.6) holds for 1n as 
n then BABAT :  is asymptotically 
pseudocontractive in the intermediate sense. Also, 
BABAT :  has a best proximity point in A  and a best 
proximity point in B to which the sequences  xT n2  and  xT n 12  converge if BABAT : is continuous. 
 
(iii) If (3.4) is modified as    100 ,nn   N  and 
1n as n , and  10 , in (3.5) then BABAT :  is 
asymptotically  - strictly contractive in the intermediate. Also, 
BABAT :  has a best proximity point in A  and a best 
proximity point in B  to which the sequences  xT n2  and  xT n 12  converge if BABAT : is continuous. 
 
(iv) If (3.4) is modified as    100 ,nn   N and 
1n as n , and 1 in (3.5) then BABAT :  
is asymptotically contractive. Also, BABAT :  has a best 
proximity point in A  and a best proximity point in B  to which the 
sequences  xT n2  and  xT n 12  converge if BABAT : is 
continuous. 
 
Proof: If BABAT :  is asymptotically  -strictly 
pseudocontractive in the intermediate sense  under (3.5)-(3.7) with 
10   , 11  n as n  and (3.6) holds for 1n as 
then      DDy,xdyTxTdD nn  ,  as n  for any Ax  
and By  . Thus, for any R ,    Z00 nn such that    DyTxTdD nn 22 , ; 0nn   with   AxT j 2  and   ByT j 2 ;  Zj if Ax and By  since 
  BAT  and   ABT  .  Furthermore,   AˆxT n 2  and   BˆxT n 2  ; 
0nn  with Aˆ  and Bˆ  being nonempty closed and convex subsets 
of A  and B , respectively, which exists and are bounded since   DyTxTdD nn  ,  as n  for any Ax  and By . Then,       ,, 22 zdDy,xdyTxTdD nn   for some Aˆz  
and Bˆ since  ,X  is a reflexive Banach space (i.e.  d,X  is 
a complete metric space under the nor-induced distance) and since 
Aˆ  is nonempty, bounded, closed and convex and Bˆ  is nonempty, 
closed and convex, so that  ,zdD   for some Aˆz  
and Bˆ , [7]. Hence: 
  
           yTyTyTxTxTxTdyTxTdyTxTdyTxTd nnnnnnnnnnnn 2222222222222222 ,,,,                      
0 DD  as n                                                                        (3.7)                                                                                      
and one gets by  taking Txy         xTxTyTxTxTxTdxTxTd nnnnnnnn 123222222122 ,,    
                                       as n                                                 (3.8) 
  Thus,  xT n2  and  xT n 12  are Cauchy sequences which converge, 
respectively, to Az 1  and Bz 2  since A and B are closed sets 
since   Dz,zd 21 . If BABAT : is continuous then 
12 Tzz   are best proximity points of BABAT : since   12122 TzxTTxTz nn    as n . Property (i) has been proven. 
The remaining properties follow directly under similar arguments.  □                               
 
Remark 3.2. Note that the existence of Theorem 3.1 of Ax  and 
By  such that  y,xdD   guaranteed if A  is nonempty  bounded, 
closed and convex and B  is  nonempty closed and convex  is also 
guaranteed if A  is compact and B  is approximatively compact with 
respect to A , i.e. if every sequence   Bxn   such that 
   Bydxyd n ,,   for Ay  has a convergent subsequence,                                                 
[7].                                                                                                       □ 
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